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a b s t r a c t 
The advent of virtualisation and the increasing demand for outsourced, elastic compute charged on a pay- 
as-you-use basis has stimulated the development of large-scale Cloud Data Centres (DCs) housing tens 
of thousands of computer clusters. Of the signiﬁcant capital outlay required for building and operating 
such infrastructures, server and network equipment account for 45 and 15% of the total cost, respectively, 
making resource utilisation eﬃciency paramount in order to increase the operators’ Return-on-Investment 
(RoI). 
In this paper, we present an extensive survey on the management of server and network resources 
over virtualised Cloud DC infrastructures, highlighting key concepts and results, and critically discussing 
their limitations and implications for future research opportunities. We highlight the need for and ben- 
eﬁts of adaptive resource provisioning that alleviates reliance on static utilisation prediction models and 
exploits direct measurement of resource utilisation on servers and network nodes. Coupling such dis- 
tributed measurement with logically centralised Software Deﬁned Networking (SDN) principles, we sub- 
sequently discuss the challenges and opportunities for converged resource management over converged 
ICT environments, through unifying control loops to globally orchestrate adaptive and load-sensitive re- 
source provisioning. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 
Cloud computing is an important IT paradigm where enter-
rises outsource ICT infrastructure and resources based on a pay-
s-you-use service model. This model relieves enterprises from
igniﬁcant capital expenditure (CAPEX) costs for purchasing and
aintaining in-house permanent hardware and software assets. In-
tead, they use operating expense budgets (OPEX) to fund their ICT
nfrastructure and eliminate maintenance expenses, allowing them
o focus on core business innovation. One of the most immediate
eneﬁts of using Cloud services is the ability to increase infrastruc-
ural capacity swiftly and at lower costs, therefore being able to
dapt to changes in the market without complex procurement pro-
esses, and respond ﬂexibly to unexpected demand. Recent years
ave witnessed a signiﬁcant growth in the adoption of Cloud Com-
uting. The public Cloud computing market has expanded by 14%
n 2015 to total US$175 billion, according to Gartner Inc. [1] , whilst
otal spending worldwide is anticipated to continue ﬂourishing at
 Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 17.7% until 2016 [2] . ∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: p.tso@ljmu.ac.uk (F.P. Tso). 
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389-1286/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article uUnderpinning Cloud Computing are virtualised infrastructures 
osted over Data Centres (DCs) which are in turn maintained
nd managed at scale by national or global operators, such
s Amazon, Rackspace, Microsoft, and Google. These implement
ifferent variations of the ∗-as-a-Service ( ∗aaS) paradigm, in-
luding Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS, e.g., Amazon’s EC2 and
oogle’s Compute Engine), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS, e.g., Mi-
rosoft’s Azure and Rackspace’s Cloud Sites) and Software-as-a-
ervice (SaaS, e.g., Facebook and Google Docs). 
It was anecdotally reported that the number of servers owned
y some major Cloud service providers and operators could be
ore than a million [3] . They are hosted in Cloud DCs, each typ-
cally housing tens of thousands of servers [4] . In order to be
ustainable, the signiﬁcant capital outlay required for building a
C makes maximisation of Return on Investment (RoI) crucial,
hich in turn necessitates eﬃcient and adaptive resource usage
f the virtualised physical infrastructure [5–7] . With the advent of
irtualisation and multi-tenancy, computing resources are shared
mongst multiple tenants, preventing hard resource commitment
nd therefore servers from being idle. However, this soft resource
llocation results in signiﬁcant load ﬂuctuation in short timescalesue to the ebb and ﬂow of user demand. 
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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s  DC infrastructures are therefore vulnerable to performance
degradation from factors such as network congestion and con-
tention on shared resources. Managing such dynamism in short
timescales is particularly challenging. Many Cloud applications
such as, Hadoop running over Cloud DCs exploit a ﬁne-grained hi-
erarchical task decomposition into stages, each of which can in-
volve multiple instances running in parallel on different physical
hosts and communicating between them. In some intermediate
stages, computation results yielded from subtasks are gathered on
to fewer number of servers to produce input for subsequent and
ﬁnal compute stages. In this partition/aggregate work pattern, it is
essential for all subtasks to complete in time in order for a job to
complete since any failed subtask will have to be re-executed and
keep others “waiting” for it to complete. As a result, the comple-
tion time of each single subtask ultimately determines the overall
job completion time. This is wasteful both for CPU cycles and net-
work bandwidth, and can have a knock-on effect on the response
time of different services and different tenants. 
Consequently, DC resource management has become a com-
plex problem due to the inability to gather accurate infrastructure-
wide resource usage information in short timescales and in turn
to forecast resource availability. Recent research has revealed that
DC workload patterns at coarse time-scales (i.e., hours) exhibit
weekend/weekday variations [8] , but at ﬁner-grained timescales,
the workload patterns are bursty and unpredictable [6,9,10] . The
measurement results indicate that in order to adapt to transient
load ﬂuctuation, a ﬁne-grained temporal and spatial approach is
needed. For ﬁne temporal granularity, control loops are needed to
obtain levels of resource utilisation in short timescales for better
characterising workload patterns. For spatial granularity, individual
ﬂows size, server availability, network link utilisation, etc., need to
be measured and used as additional input to resource provisioning
algorithms [10] . 
Currently, to cope with performance variability and unpre-
dictability, DCs are engineered to tolerate a certain degree of de-
mand ﬂuctuation by over-provisioning, or by holding certain re-
sources as a reserve [11,12] . However, over-provisioning within
Cloud DCs is expensive [4] . Alternatively, adaptive provisioning
policies can be implemented to ensure that Cloud providers ad-
here to their Service Level Agreements (SLAs) while maximising
the utilisation of the underlying infrastructure. 
Cloud resource management requires complex instrumentation
mechanisms and algorithms for multi-objective optimisation to
measure and account for e.g., server, network, and power usage
eﬃciency. In this paper, we provide a critical survey of resource
management strategies for virtualised Data Centre infrastructures.
We focus on two key infrastructural aspects: the servers and the
underlying network. These two pillars not only represent the most
costly infrastructural elements, up to 60% of the cost of a data
centre [4] , that need to be managed and provisioned in an eﬃ-
cient and effective manner, they also adequately capture the level
of granularity of resource contention and multiplexing over Cloud
DCs [13] . In virtualised DCs, virtual Machines (VMs) are the funda-
mental entities used by users over both public and private infras-
tructure Clouds while traﬃc is multiplexed and controlled at the
level of individual ﬂows over the DC network. We discuss man-
agement strategies for the static and dynamic allocation of virtual
resources over physical servers to improve response times, power
and energy consumption, and network bandwidth utilisation. We
present the network-wide characteristics of typical DC workloads,
and we review the most prominent work on traﬃc engineering
strategies to achieve different network-wide objectives. In addition,
we discuss developments on traﬃc ﬂow admission and congestion
control for Cloud DCs that primarily seek to harness the underlying
redundancy in network bandwidth to maximise intra-DC pairwise
application throughput. In each of these areas, we highlight theimitations of the state-of-the-art and we discuss effort s towards
ore adaptive and more dynamic, closed-loop resource manage-
ent and control. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
ection 2 presents the dominant DC network architectures and
anagement topologies used to leverage network and server re-
ource redundancy and enable horizontal (rather than vertical) in-
rastructure expansion. We then critically discuss the most impor-
ant and inﬂuential developments on server, network, and ﬂow
ontrol management over Cloud DCs, in Sections 3 –5 , respectively.
ithin each category, we present the main optimisation objectives
nd main techniques for achieving them. We identify areas for fu-
ure development and open research issues that are yet to be ad-
ressed. In Section 6 , we raise the issue of the current disjoint
anagement and control of diverse physical and virtual resources
n the DC, and we discuss the ineﬃciencies this lack of synergy be-
ween control mechanisms can lead to. We then describe research
hallenges and opportunities for converged control and resource
anagement for virtualised Cloud DCs. Finally, Section 7 concludes
he paper. 
. Data centre topologies 
In this section, we provide a critical review of the dominant
loud Data Centre (DC) network architectures, outlining their op-
rational characteristics, limitations, and expansion strategies. 
.1. Conventional DC architecture 
Conventional DC architectures are built on tree-like hierarchy
ith high-density, high-cost hardware [14] , as depicted in Fig. 1 a.
he network is a tree containing a layer of servers arranged
n racks at the bottom. Each server rack typically hosts 20–40
ervers connected to a Top of Rack (ToR) switch with a 1Gb/s link.
ach ToR switch connects to two aggregation switches for redun-
ancy. For the same reason, aggregation switches connect to core
witches/routers that manage traﬃc in and out of the DC. The hi-
rarchical conﬁguration of the network topology means that traf-
c destined to servers in different racks must go through the ag-
regation or the core switches of the network. Therefore, aggrega-
ion switches usually have larger buffers as well as higher through-
ut and port density, and are signiﬁcantly more expensive than
oR switches. To make the network fabric cost-effective, higher
ayer links are typically oversubscribed by factors of 10:1 to 80:1,
imiting the bandwidth between servers in different branches [4] .
inks in the same rack are not oversubscribed and thus collocated
ervers can operate at full link rate. Cross-rack communication is
outed through the higher layers of the topology and therefore, in
ase of persistent and high-load communication between racks, the
ggregation and core switches can become congested and result in
igh latency and packet loss. To increase capacity, network opera-
ors must resolve to vertical expansion, in which operators replace
verloaded switches with higher-cost, higher capacity ones [15] . 
.2. Clos/Fat-tree architecture 
Modern data centre architectures [6,16,17] have been proposed
o reduce or even remove oversubscription altogether. Represen-
ative work, such as e.g., Clos-Tree [6] and Fat-Tree [16] , promote
orizontal rather than the traditional vertical expansion. Instead of
eplacing higher-layer costly switches, network operators can add
nexpensive commodity switches to expand their network hori-
ontally using a fat-tree topology (Clos topology for VL2). Dense
nterconnect in these new fabrics provides a larger number of
edundant paths between any given source and destination edge
witch (i.e., rich equal cost path redundancy in contrast to only
F.P. Tso et al. / Computer Networks 106 (2016) 209–225 211 
Fig. 1. Switch-centric ((a) & (b)) and server-centric ((c) & (d)) Cloud data centre topologies. 
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c   equal cost path in the conventional DC architecture) meaning
hat oversubscription of the higher layer links can be signiﬁcantly
itigated. In Clos-tree topology, as shown in Fig. 1 b, links be-
ween the core layer switches and the aggregation layer switches
orm a complete bipartite graph [6] . However, ToRs only connect
o two aggregation switches as in the conventional tree architec-
ure. The limiting factor for the size of a fat-tree fabric is deter-
ined by the number of ports on switches. Fat-tree uniformly uses
 -port commodity switches at all layers. All switches at the edge
nd aggregation layers are clustered into k pods, each containing
 switches (i.e., k /2 switches at each layer). In other words, edge
ayer switches have k /2 remaining ports to connect to k /2 hosts.
imilarly aggregation layer switches use the remaining k /2 ports
or connecting ( k /2) 2 k -port core switches. Eventually, a k -ary fat-
ree can support up to k 3 /4 hosts. 
Clos/Fat-tree architectures have seen an increasing popularity in
odern data centres to achieve high performance and resiliency
hrough their ability to provide better scalability and path diversity
han conventional DC topologies [18,19] . However, these architec-
ures require homogeneous switches, and large numbers of links.
pgrading to these architectures in a legacy DC usually requires
eplacing most existing switches and cables. Such radical upgrades
re typically prohibitively expensive and time-consuming [20] . 
.3. Server-centric architecture 
In server-centric DC architectures, servers are both end-hosts
nd relaying nodes for multi-hop communications. The most rep-
esentative fabrics are BCube [21] and DCell [22] . Both BCube and
Cell come with custom routing protocols to take advantage of
opological properties [23] . As shown in Fig. 1 c, in DCell, a server
s connected to a number of servers in other cells and to a switch
n its own cell. According to [22] , a high-level DCell is constructed
rom low-level DCells (DCell k , k ≥ 0) in a recursive manner. DCell 0 ,
s shown in Fig. 1 c, is the building block to construct larger DCells.
t has n servers and a mini-switch ( n = 4 for DCell Fig. 1 c) and all0 ervers in DCell 0 are connected to the mini-switch. And then level-
 DCell 1 is constructed using n + 1 DCell 0 . In DCell 1 , each DCell 0 is
onnected to all the other DCell 0 s with one link. And this proce-
ure is repeated to create higher level DCells. 
In comparison, a BCube 0 is n servers connected to an n -
ort switch. A BCube 1 is comprised of n BCube 0 ’s and n n -port
witches [21] . In BCube, as illustrated in Fig. 1 d, two servers are
eighbours if they connect to the same switch. BCube names a
erver in a BCube k using an address array a k a k 1 . . . a 0 (a i ∈ [0 , n −
] , i ∈ [0 , k ]) . Two servers are neighbours if and only if their ad-
ress arrays differ by a single digit. That is, two neighbouring
ervers that connect to the same level i switch are different at the
 th digit [21] . 
A prominent competing advantage of server-centric architecture
s the manageability. Since the entire DC fabric is built from servers
nd a minimal set of network switches, only a single team of engi-
eers is required to maintain and manage the whole architecture.
n contrast, multiple (internal and external) professional teams are
eeded for managing various switches, that are produced by dif-
erent manufacturers, in switch-centric fabrics. Also, in a server-
entric architecture, intelligence can be placed on servers for im-
lementing in-network services such as traﬃc aggregation, caching
s well as deep-packet inspection etc. However, a server-centric
rchitecture is fundamentally different from traditional network
esigns and has been seen as an untrusted and complex to up-
ate option. In order to promote server-centric architectures, they
hould offer more signiﬁcant competing advantages including re-
arkable reduction in overall deployment cost, improvement in se-
urity and resilience. [24] . 
.4. Management topology 
DC network nodes exchange considerable management data in
rder to conﬁgure and maintain the network-wide topology, and
onsequently, management data intensiﬁes as the topology be-
omes denser. [25] reports that management traﬃc can account
212 F.P. Tso et al. / Computer Networks 106 (2016) 209–225 
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f  to approximately 5–10% of the bandwidth during normal operat-
ing conditions. With the recent advent of Software Deﬁned Net-
working (SDN) [26] , a paradigm that logically centralises and sep-
arates the network control from the data plane, the management
network is tightly coupled with the control plane as control de-
cisions must be transmitted between the switches and a central
controller. The requirements of a management network are differ-
ent from those of the data-carrying network: management traﬃc
is sparse and maintaining high throughput is not critical, however,
it is latency-sensitive and failures can be critical to the production
network behaviour. Three different types of management networks
have been covered in the literature, the simplest is to manage the
network in-band (IB). In this conﬁguration, both management and
production traﬃc share the same network. This allows manage-
ment to be cost-effective but in case of over-utilised production
networks, the management network is also hindered. It is possible
to mitigate hindrance to management traﬃc from production traf-
ﬁc through Quality of Service (QoS) enforcement to prioritise man-
agement traﬃc over data traﬃc [27] . The other approach is to have
a logical or physical Out-of-Band (OOB) network. In a logical OOB
network, the core of the network is still shared between manage-
ment and production traﬃc, but logical isolation is achieved using
VLANs or dedicated OpenFlow forwarding rules [28] . OpenFlow is a
communication protocol and API providing access to the forward-
ing plane of network devices; it is the most widely deployed im-
plementation of the SDN paradigm. In this case, each switch must
have a dedicated port for management, increasing the cost as pro-
duction traﬃc have less dedicated ports but limiting possible in-
terference between production and management traﬃc. However,
such setup is still vulnerable to device failure or misconﬁgura-
tion. Finally, a physical OOB network can be used in environments
where the management network operation is critical, such as a
SDN environment without graceful fallback to learning switches or
other distributed mechanisms, when the controller is unreachable.
In such environments, a different physical network is dedicated to
management operations [25,29] . 
3. Server resource management 
The cost of servers in data centres can account up to 45% of
running cost per year [4] . It is apparent that achieving high server
utilisation is of paramount importance in order to increase Return-
on-Investment (RoI). However, server utilisation in DCs can be as
low as 10% [30] due to over-provisioning as a result of the desire
to provision for peak demand [31] . 
Achieving high server utilisation is challenging. First, it is dif-
ﬁcult for DC operators and customers to plan in advance for “di-
urnal usage patterns, unpredictable spikes in user and traﬃc de-
mand, and evolving workloads” [9] . Second, it is very expensive,
if not impossible, for both of providers and consumers (who have
little control and choice [32] ) to conﬁgure individual servers so
that ﬁne-grained resources, such as, e.g., CPU, memory, storage and
network, perfectly match temporal application requirements due
to the heterogeneity of servers (i.e., servers have different CPU,
RAM and other resource capacities) and the complexity associated
with calculating individual resource requirements for different ser-
vices [33] . Third, increasing server utilisation by scheduling mul-
tiple services on one physical host can cause severe performance
degradation due to resource (e.g. CPU, Memory, Storage and I/O pe-
ripheral) contention [34,34,35] . Last, but not least, Cloud DC opera-
tors and service providers often need to meet strict QoS guarantees
through Service Level Agreements (SLA). Meeting SLAs is crucial,
since it gives conﬁdence to customers to move their ICT infrastruc-
ture into the Cloud environments and heavy penalties are paid by
the provider if the SLA is not met. Typically, in order to meet SLAequirements, resources are over-provisioned to meet worst-case
emand [36] . 
Server consolidation is the activity of clustering or reassigning
everal virtual machines (VMs) running on under-utilised physical
ervers into fewer hosts, and is used in DCs to improve resource
tilisation and reduce operational expenditure (OPEX). VM consol-
dation has been employed by DC operators to optimise diverse
bjectives, such as, e.g., server resource (CPU, RAM, net I/O) us-
ge [37–39] and energy eﬃciency [40–42] , or to meet SLA require-
ents which are often expressed as CPU or response time guaran-
ees [36,43] . Most server management works take one resource as
ptimisation objective and treat other resource as constraints or
ointly consider multiple resource and SLA constraints. Hence, for
he ease of discussion, the research works are broadly categorised
ased on their main optimisation objectives in the following dis-
ussions. 
In fact, some production software such as VMware vSphere
istributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) [44] , Microsoft Sys-
em Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) [45] , and Citrix
enServer [46] offer VM consolidation as one of their major
eatures. 
.1. Types of VM consolidation 
Server consolidation can be broadly classiﬁed as static or dy-
amic. In static consolidation, or initial placement , consolidation al-
orithms take historical resource utilisation as input to predict fu-
ure resource use trend based on which VMs are mapped to phys-
cal hosts [47,48] . Once initial static consolidation has taken place,
M assignments usually remain unchanged for extended periods of
ime (e.g., months or even years). It is also done off-line due to the
igh complexity of consolidation algorithms. Static consolidation is
deal for static workload as it can achieve optimality. On the con-
rary, dynamic allocation is implemented over short timescales in
esponse to change in resource demand by leveraging the ability to
o live migration of VMs. 
Dynamic server consolidation is particularly useful for un-
redictable workload in which prediction-based mechanisms fail
o work. Dynamic consolidation is carried out periodically in
horter timescale that static one to adapt to changes of work de-
and [39,40,49–52] . 
.2. Server resource-aware consolidation schemes 
When the users’ demand changes, VMs can start competing
or physical resources resulting in computation hotspots. Sand-
iper [39] is a tool that detects and mitigates hotspots based on
hysical machine resources such as CPU, network and memory. In
rder to detect hotspot, Sandpiper implements a monitoring and
roﬁling engine that collects CPU, network and memory usage
tatistics on VMs and a time-series prediction technique (which re-
ies on the auto-regressive family of predictors) to predict the like-
ihood of hotspots. The monitoring can be either unobtrusive black-
ox monitoring which infers CPU, network and memory usage of
ach VM from external observation (at the host) or a more aggres-
ive gray-box monitoring that explicitly puts a daemon inside each
M to monitor/measure resource consumed by individual VMs. For
oth monitoring approaches, techniques are employed to estimate
he peak resource needs. Upon detection of hotspot, it is the migra-
ion manager’s responsibility to carry out hotspot mitigation. Since
ptimally deciding which and where to migrate is a NP-hard multi-
imensional bin packing problem, the migration manager employs
 heuristic to migrate VMs from overloaded servers to underloaded
ervers where migration overhead (i.e., the amount of data trans-
erred) is minimised. The main drawback of Sandpiper is that it
F.P. Tso et al. / Computer Networks 106 (2016) 209–225 213 
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t  nly reactively triggers migration upon detection of hotspot within
he infrastructure and does not consider the migration overhead. 
Entropy [53] achieves optimal VM conﬁguration while also en-
ures that every VM has access to suﬃcient memory and allocated
PU share. Entropy has a sensor that periodically probes VMs’ CPU
sage and working status. Any changes will trigger a reconﬁgura-
ion process via migration, which consists of virtual machine pack-
ng problem (VMPP) and virtual machine re-placement problem
VMRP). Constraint programming is then employed to solve VMPP
nd VMRP problems. However, in order to reduce migration deci-
ion time, when an optimal solution cannot be computed within
 min, the computation is aborted and the current best result is
sed. Entropy takes migration overhead into consideration when
aking migration decisions, however, it assumes that the resource
emand is known and static over time. 
Similar to Sandpiper, ReCon [51] exploits servers’ historical re-
ource usage to discover applications that can be consolidated and
ecommends a dynamic consolidation plan that can be deployed in
 multi-cluster data centre. The VM consolidation is formulated as
n optimisation problem with multiple constraints. The cost func-
ion is deﬁned as the running cost of a physical server, predom-
nated by power consumption which is translated into CPU util-
sation. Hence, the objective is to minimise the cost given a set
f VMs and constraints. However, prediction-based scheme can be
ub-optimal when resource requirement is dynamic. 
In contrast to optimising resources as complete units in
forementioned works, multi-resource schedulable unit (MRSU)
54] breaks CPU, memory, storage and network into small chunks
o tackle resource-overallocation problem at ﬁne granularity. MRSU
rstly determine schedulable unit in each resource dimension and
hen compute the number of MRSUs needed for particular in-
tances. MRSU allocation is a min-max problem and hence a
eighted fair heuristic is proposed to solve the problem. 
.3. Energy-aware consolidation schemes 
VirtualPower [55] is a pioneer work to look into server power
anagement in virtualised environments. When a server is virtu-
lised and shared among guest VMs, its hardware power manage-
ent cannot function properly due to diverse and inconsistent vir-
ual servers’ activities unless all virtual servers agree on the same
imitation, e.g. reducing memory bandwidth, concurrently. On the
ther hand, guest VMs see themselves as independent server and
roactively try to manage ‘their power states’. Instead of ignoring
hese built-in power management policies as done by hypervisor,
irtualPower exploits the policies as effective hints of individual
M’s power state. Therefore, VirtualPower can provide a rich set
f ‘soft’ VirtualPower Management (VPM) states to VMs and then
se VMs’ state changes requests as inputs to manage power locally
n individual physical server and globally (that considers maxi-
um power consumption on all applications in cluster or rack or
ven the entire data centre level). The VPM states may or may not
e actually supported by hardware but are a set of performance
tates for use by VMs application-speciﬁc management policies.
he actual power management actions are carried out by the in-
rastructure are deﬁned as VPM rules and are realised by VMP
echanisms which include hardware scaling, soft scaling, and con-
olidation. Different from other related work to manage power at
he level of physical hosts, VirtualPower enables ﬁne-grained power
ontrol at the level of individual VMs. The biggest limitation of Vir-
ualPower is that signiﬁcant modiﬁcations to existing hypervisors
ust be performed, preventing it’s large- scale deployment in ex-
sting infrastructures. 
While VirtualPower only optimises energy eﬃciency on individ-
al hosts, pMapper is a controller that places an application onto
he most appropriate physical server in order to optimise energynd migration costs, while still meeting some performance guaran-
ees [41] . pMapper employs First Fit Decreasing (FFD) bin-packing
lgorithm to select an optimal server for any application being mi-
rated in order to minimise power consumption. The algorithm
ptimises one major resource such as CPU utilisation and treats
ther resources such as memory and I/O as constraints. pMap-
er has three main modules: The Monitoring engine monitors all
Ms and physical servers and collects their performance (different
orkloads contribute to the overall CPU and memory utilisation)
nd power (overall usage) characteristics. The Performance Manager
xamines performance statistics collected from monitoring engine,
roduces a set of VM sizes that suit current loading and estimate
otential beneﬁts should any VM resizing is required. The Power
anager keeps track of current power consumption and optimises
t through CPU throttling. Nevertheless, pMapper employs an Ar-
itrator to ensure consistency between the three modules. Subse-
uent works [33,56] focused on analysing real data centre ap-
lication traces, and revealed that there are suﬃcient variations
nd correlations amongst applications to be exploited for improv-
ng power saving. Hence, pMapper has been extended to include
ome application-awareness features. 
In contrast to pMapper, Mistral [42] is a system that emphasises
n the optimisation of transient power/performance costs. In Mis-
ral , application performance is reﬂected in application response
ime that is modelled as a layered queuing network (LQN). Power
onsumption of a conﬁguration is based on an empirical non-linear
odel that concerns CPU utilisation (e.g., power consumption at
dle and busy states). Different from pMapper, Mistral takes cost of
ix transient adaptation actions into account including: changes of
 VM’s CPU capacity, addition and removal of a VM, live migration
f a VM, shutting down and restarting a host, change in response
ime for the applications and change in power consumption during
he adaptation. It use a workload predictor to predict the stability
ntervals of next adaptation based on historical average resource
sage. 
.4. SLA-Aware consolidation schemes 
A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a contract that sets the ex-
ectations, usually in measurable terms, between the consumer
nd service provider [57] . In a Cloud computing context, there are
nfrastructure SLA and service SLA. Infrastructure SLA is established
etween infrastructure (IaaS) providers and service providers to
uarantee suﬃcient resource and uptime whilst service SLA is es-
ablished between service providers and their customers and is
ypically measured in QoS metrics such as application response
ime: for example, maximum response time of 100 ms with mini-
al throughput of 100 transactions per second [57,58] . Since a SLA
s the cornerstone of how the service provider sets and maintains
ommitments to the service consumer, optimising resource utilisa-
ion while not violating SLA is also crucially important for opera-
ors. 
Bobroff et al. [36] propose a dynamic resource allocation algo- 
ithm for virtualised server environments to maximise the global
tilisation of the data centre, while not violating SLAs (i.e., VM’s
PU time guarantee) as a result of performance degradation due to
verloading. Similar to other VM consolidation schemes, the algo-
ithm collects and analyses historical usage data on resource utili-
ation and service quality and predicts the future demand, based
n which a sequence migrations are computed. The algorithm
bin packing) is invoked periodically and thus forms a measure-
orecast-remap (MFR) optimisation loop. For placement, the algo-
ithm derives a minimum set of servers required to accommodate
ll VMs while not overloading the servers with SLA constraints, i.e.,
PU time guarantee. This work, however, shares the similar limita-
ion faced by prediction-based consolidation algorithms in which
214 F.P. Tso et al. / Computer Networks 106 (2016) 209–225 
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tresource demand and future server resource have to be determin-
istic. 
Breitgand et al. [43] present a Elastic Service Placement Prob-
lem (ESPP). Since SLA is deﬁned as meeting the requirements of
VM sizing, ESPP aims to optimally allocate variable sized VMs to
physical hosts. In ESPP, each service is modelled as an application
that spans over a set of VMs. Hence, the ESPP’s goal is to maximise
the overall proﬁt, which is measured with resulting VM size and
probability of VM violation. However, this forms a generalized as-
signment problem (GAP) which is hard to solve. The authors relate
ESPP to multi-unit combinatorial auctions and hence provide an
integer program formulation of ESPP that is amenable to column
generation. While column generation is eﬃcient for VM place-
ment in small data centres, it does not scale to large mega data
centre. 
3.5. Network-aware consolidation schemes 
Meng et al. [48] propose a pioneering work in network-aware
initial VM placement. The authors ﬁrst studied two sets of real
traﬃc traces in operational data centres and observed three key
traﬃc patterns that can be exploited for VM placement: (a) Un-
even distribution of traﬃc volumes from VMs; (b) Stable per-VM
traﬃc at large timescale; and (c) Weak correlation between traﬃc
rate and latency. Hence, VMs can be placed in a way that traﬃc
is localised and managed pairwise. In order to achieve these ob-
jectives, they formulated a minimisation problem based on a ﬁxed
cost of required bandwidth for each VM, and the cost of communi-
cation between the VMs. CPU and memory resources are not used
in the algorithm since it is assumed that each VM has the same
size and that each server supports a ﬁxed number of VMs. They
also showed that the VM placement as an optimisation problem
is NP-hard. To reduce the complexity of the proposed algorithm,
the authors use a scenario with constant traﬃc of grouped VMs
to simplify the problem space. The VM placement problem is then
solved using min-cut and clustering algorithms to ﬁnd divisions for
VMs. 
Wang et al. [50] , as an extension with dynamic traﬃc to [48] ,
propose a VM consolidation scheme to match known bandwidth
demands to server’s capacity limit. However, in contrast to classi-
cal Bin Packing optimisation in which network bandwidth demand
is assumed to be static, the authors formulated a NP-hard stochas-
tic bin-packing problem which models the bandwidth demands of
VMs as probabilistic distributions and then solve it using an online
packing heuristic that assumes each bin has unit capacity. They
also assume that network bandwidth is only limited by host net-
work devices rather than topological oversubscription. As only host
bandwidth limit is considered, network capacity violations into the
DC are possible because aggregation and core layer links are often
oversubscribed. 
Ballani et al. [5] tackled the unpredictability of network per-
formance (network-awareness) with novel virtual network ab-
stractions through which tenant virtual networks are mapped
to operator’s physical networks using an online algorithm. The
virtual network abstractions include a virtual cluster represent-
ing a topology that is comprised of a number of VMs, a non-
oversubscribed virtual switch and a virtual oversubscribed clus-
ter that reﬂects today’s typically oversubscribed two-tier cluster.
Once the mapping is done, it is enforced through work (VMs)
placement with a fast allocation heuristic – given a set of VMs
(with bandwidth requirement) that can be placed in any sub-tree,
the algorithm ﬁnds the smallest sub-tree that can ﬁt all tenant
VMs. 
Unlike [5,48,50] which only consider network bandwidth con-
straint, Shrivastava et al. [59] proposed a framework which jointly
considers inter-VM dependencies and underlying network topol-gy for VM migration decisions. The objective of the optimisation
ramework is to minimise the overhead (latency, delay, or number
f hops) of migration by placing dependent VMs in close proximity
n topological location. However, the problem is a variant of mul-
iple knapsack problem and is thus NP-complete. An approximate
lgorithm, AppAware, is thus proposed in the paper. 
Biran et al. [47] described a minimisation problem to determine
he location of VMs in a data centre based on the network band-
idth, CPU, and memory resources. Their formulation is complex
nd does not scale to the size of data centres, thus they also cre-
ted two heuristics based on the minimisation algorithm. The cal-
ulation is made off-line, and at every change it needs to be exe-
uted. They assume that each user has a speciﬁc number of VMs
hat can only talk to each other, therefore all the VMs are already
lustered in their approach. 
As computation continues to shift from on-premises IT infras-
ructure into the Cloud, the computing platform now resides in
 warehouse hosting (hundreds of) thousands of physical hosts.
oday’s Cloud DCs are no longer places that house a large num-
er of co-located servers, rather, they can be seen as a massive
arehouse-scale computer [30] . The underpinning DC infrastruc-
ures are still a large-scale distributed system and therefore, one
hould consider converged, DC-wide resource optimisation rather
han per-node-based optimisation. In particular, as data are con-
tantly shuﬄed across the network, performance is ultimately lim-
ted by the network’s aggregate capacity as bandwidth is an ex-
ensive resource and is highly oversubscribed. It is therefore cru-
ial that any resource management and optimisation scheme takes
he network performance into consideration [13,47,48,50,59–61] . 
Most of optimisation frameworks either rely on the prediction
f future trends based on historical data, and proactively allocate
esource based on predicted demand. Some employ directly mea-
ured metrics of interest, such as [60,61] , and dynamically adapt
o changes according to measurement results. Due to ﬂuctuations
n user demands [6,33,36] , direct measurement of temporal resource
sage seems more appropriate than prediction models in terms of ex-
loiting resource availability in short timescales . 
.6. Open research issues 
To demonstrate the ﬂexibility of direct measurement, we have
eveloped S-CORE [60–62] , a distributed communication cost re-
uction VM migration approach which takes network cost into
ccount. As opposed to aforementioned works in network aware
erver management, S-CORE employs a distributed algorithm based
n information available locally through direct measurement of
ytes exchanged at ﬂow level at each VM to perform migration
ecisions, rather than using in-network or global statistics. This
roperty allows the algorithm to scale and be realistically imple-
entable over large-scale DC infrastructures. It iteratively localises
airwise VM traﬃc to lower-layer links where bandwidth is not
s oversubscribed as it is in the core, and where interconnection
witches are cheaper to upgrade. 
Experimental results show that, by directly measuring traf-
c demand between VMs, S-CORE can achieve signiﬁcant (up to
7%) communication cost reduction, as shown in Fig. 2 . The ﬁg-
re also highlights that S-CORE, when orchestrated with topology
wareness (VMs whose traﬃc load is routed through the highest-
ayer links of the network topology are prioritised over close-
inded VMs), converges signiﬁcantly faster than when a topology-
gnostic round-robin orchestration scheme is used. This demon-
trates that the spatial granularity, i.e., the ﬂow level direct traﬃc
easurement, provides useful instantaneous network knowledge
hat helps improve decision making (reﬂected in the convergence
ime). 
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Fig. 2. Granularity of spatial traﬃc demand measurement in S-CORE [60] has large 
impact on the performance. 
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a  . Network resource management 
For the majority of applications hosted over Cloud environ-
ents (e.g., web-indexing, distributed data analysis, video process-
ng, scientiﬁc computing), data is continuously transmitted over
he network to support distributed processing and storage as well
s server-to-server communication [63] . These data-intensive or
atency-sensitive applications are particularly vulnerable to volatile
hroughput and packet. Yet, the increased oversubscription ratios
rom bottom to the top of prominent multi-root tree network ar-
hitectures can result in poor server-to-server connectivity hinder-
ng application performance [6,16] . 
Research has demonstrated that supporting protocols have
ailed to leverage topological advantages of new “scale-out”
rchitectures [64,65] . Most notably, recent measurement
ork [8,9,66] suggests that current DC networks are largely
nder-utilised and therefore there is signiﬁcant room (i.e., up to
0% of network capacity [67] ) for operators to improve perfor-
ance before considering expanding their network infrastructure
r upgrading to new fabrics if provisioning is reinforced with a
ner-grained control loop. Resource fragmentation can become a
erformance barrier in DC, resulting in low server utilisation and
herefore lower RoI [4,6,9,16] . 
Fine-grained network resource provisioning requires knowledge
f the instantaneous traﬃc demands, and subsequent harnessing of
ntelligent resource admission control as well as exploiting the rich
ath redundancy of the underlying DC network. However, achiev-
ng such provisioning using existing legacy mechanisms is faced
ith two fundamental challenges: First, estimating network load
ased on historical traﬃc demands (i.e., predictions) is dubious,
ince these change rapidly in DC environments and different pat-
erns emerge over diverse timescales [9] . Second, existing routing
rotocols such as ECMP fail to support dynamic applications since
hey are load-agnostic and operate solely on packet header con-
ents [8,15] . 
.1. DC traﬃc characteristics 
Having a better understanding of traﬃc patterns can help in de-
ising more intelligent traﬃc management schemes that improve
etwork performance. A number of studies such as [8,9,68,69] have
ooked into Cloud DC traﬃc patterns revealing some unique in-
ights. 
In a DC network, ToR Traﬃc Matrices (TM)s are sparse with
igniﬁcant locality characteristics, since a few ToRs exchange most
ata with just few other ToRs [68] . Although a signiﬁcant frac-
ion of traﬃc appears to be localised inside a rack, congestion doesccur in various layers of the infrastructure despite suﬃcient ca-
acity being available elsewhere that could be used to alleviate
otspots [8] . Congestion, when it happens, is shown to deteriorate
pplication performance by reducing server-to-server I/O through-
ut [9] . In terms of ﬂow distribution characteristics, data mining
nd web service DCs mostly accommodate small (mice) ﬂows typ-
cally completed within 1 s. Flow inter-arrival times vary from 1
ow per 15 ms to 100 ﬂows per millisecond at servers and Top-of-
ack switches, respectively, while on average, there are 10 concur-
ent ﬂows per server active at any given time [6,9,69] . Finally, DC
raﬃc patterns change rapidly and maintain their unpredictabil-
ty over multiple timescales (as opposed to legacy Internet work-
oads), mainly due to the unpredictable dynamics of external user
equests as a result of resource sharing, and the multiplexing of
raﬃc at the level of individual ﬂows, as opposed to large traﬃc
ggregates [6] . 
Many Cloud applications follow Partition/Aggregate design pat-
erns in which application requests are divided into a number
f smaller tasks which are then distributed to a set of work-
rs (servers). The intermediate results yielded from these work-
rs are aggregated to produce a ﬁnal result. As a result, DCs
ainly run host applications with a multi-layer partition/aggregate
attern workﬂow which exhibits pronounced Partition/Aggregate 
raﬃc patterns which exhibit bursty traﬃc patterns, resulting in
hroughput Incast Collapse [70–73] . 
.2. DC traﬃc engineering 
Traﬃc engineering (TE) is a technique used by ISPs to select
outes that make eﬃcient use of network resources. More speciﬁ-
ally TE is a procedure that optimises network resource utilisation
hrough reshaping of network traﬃc. Fig. 3 illustrates a typical traf-
c engineering procedure and objectives that are commonly used.
E consists of a control loop that continuously monitors and evalu-
tes metrics of interest, based on which optimal resource schedul-
ng is computed and deployed. TE techniques can be broadly clas-
iﬁed as online and oﬄine, the main distinction between the two
eing the timescales at which objective values, such as, e.g., link
eights and scheduling of traﬃc ﬂows are adjusted. 
Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP): In today’s data centres, Equal
ost Multipath (ECMP) is the most commonly used routing to
pread traﬃc ﬂows across redundant shortest paths using hashing
n ﬂow tuples (i.e., attributes of packet headers). 
ECMP is easy to implement as it statically hashes one or more
uples of packet headers and subsequently schedules ﬂows based
n their hashed values, ensuring that packets of the same ﬂow
re all scheduled over the same path. A commonly used 5-tuple
216 F.P. Tso et al. / Computer Networks 106 (2016) 209–225 
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c  hashing is based on protocol identiﬁer, source/destination network
address , and source/destination port . 
ECMP challenges: Recent research has shown that ECMP fails to
eﬃciently leverage path redundancy in DC networks. Studies have
demonstrated that network redundancy cannot completely mask
all failures, implicitly pointing to the ineﬃciency of ECMP [66] .
Similarly, it is shown that ECMP’s static hashing does not take ei-
ther current network utilisation or ﬂow size into consideration.
Such hashing causes ﬂow collisions that saturates switch buffers
and deteriorates overall switch utilisation, resulting in reduction in
the network’s bandwidth [15] . Moreover, MicroTE [10] has tested
ECMP with real DC traﬃc traces and found that ECMP achieves
only 80–85% of optimal performance that can be obtained by solv-
ing a linear program with the objective of minimising the Maxi-
mum Link Utilisation (MLU), assuming full prior knowledge of the
traﬃc matrix every second. The implication of such ineﬃciency is
that, while most of the links in measured DC networks have rel-
atively low utilisation, a small but signiﬁcant fraction of links ap-
pear to be persistently congested [8,9] . As a result, operators will
need to upgrade their networks even if they are generally under-
utilised. 
4.3. Utilisation-aware traﬃc engineering 
Hedera [15] is a centralised TE mechanism aiming to resolve
ECMP’s inability to fully utilise network bandwidth. Hedera’s is
comprised of three steps. First, large ﬂows (exceeding 10% of the
host-NIC bandwidth) detection and scheduling is carried out at
the edge switches. Mice ﬂows are still admitted using ECMP. Next,
it estimates the natural demand, which is deﬁned as the rate it
would grow to in a fully non-blocking network, of large TCP ﬂows.
Based on the demand matrix, Hedera uses either global ﬁt or simu-
lated annealing heuristic placement algorithms to ﬁnd best appro-
priate paths for different ﬂows. Eventually, these computed paths
are pushed onto the switches. In contrast to only scheduling large
ﬂows, VL2 [6] uses Valiant Load Balancing to randomise packet for-
warding on a per-ﬂow basis. In VL2, two types of IPs are employed.
All switches and interfaces are assigned location-speciﬁc and ap-
plications use application-speciﬁc IP addresses, which remain un-
changed regardless of server locations as a result of VM migra-
tions. Since each server randomly selects a path for each of the
ﬂow through the network, it shares intrinsic traﬃc-agnostic nature
of ECMP. 
MicroTE [10] is a ﬁne-grained TE approach for DCs that achieves
traﬃc adaptation by exploiting the short-term and partial pre-
dictability of the DC traﬃc demands, to attain overall better link
utilisation than ECMP. MicroTE has a centralised controller to
gather network demands from the network and maintains a global
view of network conditions. A bin-packing heuristic is then em-
ployed to ﬁnd minimum cost path for a given set of (stable) traﬃc
demands. However, unpredictable nature of traﬃc pattern in pro-
duction DCs [6] puts MicroTE’s usability under question. 
The Modiﬁed Penalizing Exponential Flow-spliTing
(MPEFT) [67] implemented and evaluated an online version of
PEFT [74] to provide close to optimal TE for a variety of DC
topologies by both shortest and non-shortest paths with exponen-
tial penalisation. MPEFT implements a hardware component in a
switch to actively gather traﬃc statistics and link utilisation which
are then aggregated to a traﬃc optimiser. Similar to MicroTE,
MPEFT is an online TE that optimises network resource utilisation
in short timescales. Different from other schemes, MPEFT does
not rely on static predictions of traﬃc demands which is proven
to be unreliable [9] . Rather, MPEFT monitors traﬃc demands in
order to capture temporal traﬃc variability and then recomputes
and schedules traﬃc to adapt to such variance. However, nearptimality is achieved only when per-packet based scheduling is
sed. 
.4. Energy-aware traﬃc engineering 
Cloud DCs are amongst major consumers of electricity and the
rend is set for it to rise even higher. It is estimated that amongst
ach Watt consumed, IT equipment takes about 59% of the share,
3% is attributed to cooling, and 8% is due to power distribu-
ion loss [4] . In order to reduce the energy consumed by network
quipment, energy-aware routing has been proposed using path di-
ersity to conserve energy. For example, some schemes use as few
etwork devices as possible to provide the routing service with-
ut compromising network performance [75] . Once, the minimum
equired set of networking nodes has been established, remaining
dle ones can be shut-down or put to sleep mode to save energy.
owever, if the fault-tolerance is not considered, this approach can
ecrease the resiliency of the network under failure. 
ElasticTree [76] is such an optimiser. It continuously monitors
he DC’s traﬃc conditions and then determines a set of network
lements that must be powered on to meet performance and fault
olerance requirements; Switches or individual ports/links that are
ot needed can be shutdown. ElasticTree consists of three logi-
al modules: optimiser, routing, and power control. The optimiser
akes the topology, traﬃc matrix and a power model as well as
he fault tolerance properties (e.g. spare capacity) as inputs to ﬁnd
inimum set of network that meets current traﬃc conditions. The
utput of the optimiser is a set of active components to both the
ower control and the routing modules. The power control is re-
ponsible for toggling the power states of switches, ports and line
ards. The routing is responsible for ﬂow admission and installs the
omputed routes into the network. 
.5. Latency-aware traﬃc engineering 
High-bandwidth Ultra-Low Latency (HULL) [77] is an architec-
ure that is designed for delivering predictable ultra-low latency
nd high bandwidth utilisation in a DC environment. In order to
chieve this goal, HULL uses a combination of three technique: It
ses Phantom Queues, which simulate the occupancy of a queue
hat drains at less than the maximum link rate, adaptive response
o ECN marks using DCTCP [71] , and packet pacing to smooth out
ursts of packet arrivals. From both testbed and simulation experi-
ents, it is reported that HULL mitigates tail latency by a factor of
p to 10–40% through trading off network work throughput [77] .
n other words, HULL does not eliminate queuing delay, but pre-
ents it from building up. 
Preemptive Distributed Quick (PDQ) [78] ﬂow scheduling is a
etwork protocol designed to improve ﬂow completion time in or-
er to meet deadlines. PDQ borrows some key ideas from legacy
eal-time scheduling: use Earliest Deadline First to schedule tasks
f they need to meet deadlines or use Shortest Job First if ﬂow
ompletion time is of higher priority. PDQ consists of a PDQ sender
nd a PDQ receiver . A PDQ sender sends a SYN packet to initialise
 new ﬂow and a TERM packet to terminate a ﬂow; it is also for
etransmitting a packet if a timeout occurs. Whereas a PDQ receiver
xtracts the PDQ scheduling header from each data packet to ACK
ackets. However, since PDQ scheduling is a protocol that is funda-
entally different from standard protocols existing in production
witches, it can only work with custom-made PDQ switches. The
DQ switches share a common ﬂow comparator, which assesses
ow criticality in order to approximate a range of scheduling disci-
lines [78] . PDQ requires switches to perform explicit rate control
nd ﬂow state maintenance, and hence is complex to implement. 
DeTail [69] is a cross-layer scheme for cutting the tail of ﬂow
ompletion faced by DC network traﬃc ﬂows. At the link layer,
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p  eTail employs ﬂow control to manage port buffer occupancies and
reate a loss-less fabric. Each switch in the network individually
etects congestion by monitoring ingress queue occupancy which
s represented with a drain byte counters . When it exceeds a pre-
eﬁned threshold, the switch informs the previous hop to pause it
ransmission by sending a Pause message with the speciﬁed prior-
ties. Similarly, when the drain byte counters falls below the prede-
ned threshold, the switch resume transmission by sending Un-
ause message to the previous hop. DeTail employs congestion-
ased load balancing at the network layer by admitting ﬂows on to
east congested shortest paths. In comparison to PDQ, DeTail only
uts the tail of ﬂow completion time rather cutting mean comple-
ion time. 
Fastpass [79] is a logically centralised arbiter which allows end
osts to send at line-rate while eliminating congestion at switches.
his is achieved by taking packet forwarding decision out of end
osts and carefully schedule all ﬂows in a time-sharing fashion,
uch that each hosts gets a small fraction of time to use the net-
ork exclusively. The centralised arbiter also consists of a path
election that scatters packets across all available links such that
ueues will not build up. In comparison with PDQ, and DeTail,
astpass does not require hardware modiﬁcation, but needs high
recision clock synchronisation and will increase the mean ﬂow
ompletion time due to the communication delay with the con-
roller for every packet in the ﬂow. 
Silo [80] provide cloud applications guaranteed network band-
idth, guaranteed packet delay and guaranteed burst allowance in
rder to ensure predictable network latency for their messages.
ilo employs network calculus to map such multi-dimensional
etwork guarantees to queuing constraints on network switches.
ompared with other systems, Silo does not requires substantial
hanges to hosts or network switches, and hence is readily deploy-
ble. However, Silo still relies on the predictability of future de-
and and make static allocation of bandwidth share. 
.6. Policy-aware traﬃc engineering 
All networks, including data centre networks, are governed by
etwork policies. Network policy management research to date
as either focused on devising new policy-based routing/switching
echanisms or leveraging Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN) to
anage network policies and guarantee their correctness. Joseph
t al. [81] proposed PLayer , a policy-aware switching layer for DCs
onsisting of inter-connected policy-aware switches ( pswitches ).
iddleboxes are placed off the network path by plugging them
nto pswitches in PLayer. Based on policies speciﬁed by adminis-
rators, pswitches can explicitly forward different types of traﬃc
hrough different sequences of middleboxes. PLayer is eﬃcient in
nforcing network policies but it does not consider load balancing
hich is widely used in today’s data centres. 
Vyas et al. [82] proposed a middlebox architecture, CoMb, to
ctively consolidate middlebox features and improve middlebox
tilization, reducing the number of required middleboxes for op-
rational environments. Policy-Aware Application Cloud Embed-
ing (PACE) [83] is a framework to support application-wide, in-
etwork policies, and other realistic requirements such as band-
idth and reliability. However, these proposals are not fully de-
igned with VMs migration in consideration, and may put migrated
Ms on the risk of policy violation and performance degradation. 
Recent developments in SDN enable more ﬂexible middlebox
eployments over the network while still ensuring that speciﬁc
ubsets of traﬃc traverse the desired set of middleboxes [84] .
azemian et al. [85] presented NetPlumber , a real-time policy-
hecking tool with sub-millisecond average run-time per rule
pdate, and evaluated it on three production networks includ-
ng Google’s SDN, the Stanford backbone and Internet2. Zafart al. [86] proposed SIMPLE , a SDN-based policy enforcement
cheme to steer DC traﬃc in accordance to policy requirements.
imilarly, Fayazbakhsh et al. presented FlowTags [87] to leverage
DN’s global network visibility and guarantee correctness of policy
nforcement. While these proposals consider policy enforcement
s well as traﬃc dynamism, they require signiﬁcant network sta-
us updates when VM migrations happen. 
SYNC [88] and PLAN [89] study the impact of correct policy
mplementation in the dynamic VM migration environment where
hange of end-point could imply violation of network policies. Both
chemes overcome the diﬃculty by jointly considering network de-
and of VMs and policy chaining requirement which demands
peciﬁc network paths. The problem was modelled as a NP-hard
table matching problem. Scalable and fast online heuristic algo-
ithms have been proposed to approximate optimal solution. 
.7. Open research issues 
Most TE approaches and schemes discussed in this section
hare a common overall objective: to provide predictable and high-
andwidth network under highly variable traﬃc demands while
lso meeting other criteria such as, e.g., energy consumption min-
misation. The common underlying control loop includes monitor-
ng, detecting , and adapting promptly to problematic link load, pro-
iding a model that reacts to adverse conditions such as conges-
ion. 
The transient load imbalance induced by load-agnostic ﬂow ad-
ission can signiﬁcantly affect other ﬂows using a heavily-utilised
ink that is common to both routes. Flows contending for the band-
idth of the shared link are more likely to create congestion which
n turn causes packet drops for ﬂows sharing the same bottle-
eck link. In most TCP implementations, packet loss will trigger
acket retransmission when the retransmission timer expires or
hen fast-retransmit conditions are met. This additional latency
an be a primary contributor to degradation of network perfor-
ance since the retransmission timeout is a factor of 100 or more
han the round trip time over a DC network environment. 
Traﬃc ﬂows are usually shuﬄed over shortest paths between com-
unicating hosts. In some cases, however, selecting a non-shortest
ath can be advantageous for avoiding congestion or routing around
 faulty path/node [67] . The surveyed proposals in this section
nly use multiple equal cost path in DC environment. In compar-
son, Baatdaat [90] and MPEFT [67] opportunistically include non-
hortest paths for packet forwarding. However, ﬁnding ﬂow routes
n a general network while not exceeding the capacity of any
ink is the multi-commodity ﬂow problem which is NP-complete
or integer number of ﬂows. Hence, the routing algorithm might
onsider non-shortest paths constrained by no more than n hops
onger than the shortest path in practice because it does not sig-
iﬁcantly increase computation complexity [90] . 
The performance of current DC networks can be signiﬁcantly
mproved if traﬃc ﬂows can be adequately managed to avoid
ongestion on bottleneck links. This can be achieved by em-
loying more elegant TE to oﬄoad traﬃc from congested links
nto spare ones and alleviate the need for topological upgrades.
easurement-based traﬃc engineering techniques such as Baat-
aat [90] and MPEFT [67] can play an essential role in response to
he immediate load ﬂuctuations. In contrast to reactive traﬃc en-
ineering such as MicroTE [10] , Baatdaat employs a measure - avoid -
dapt proactive control scheme based on network programmability.
aatdaat uses direct measurement of link utilisation through ded-
cated switch-local hardware modules, and constructs a network-
ide view of temporal bandwidth utilisation in short timescales
hrough centralised SDN controllers. Subsequently, it schedules
ows over both shortest and non-shortest paths to further exploit
ath redundancy and spare network capacity in the DC. It is shown
218 F.P. Tso et al. / Computer Networks 106 (2016) 209–225 
Fig. 4. Granularity of temporal link load measurement (extracted from [90] ) has 
large impact on the performance. 
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c  in [90] that direct measurement of link utilisation can help make
better ﬂow scheduling decisions which result in considerable im-
provement in maximum link utilisation. We reproduced in Fig. 4
the experimental results under different settings in Baatdaat . It can
be seen that different measurement (and control) intervals can re-
sult in distinctively different performance results – Baatdaat ’s per-
formance gain over ECMP varies with the measurement timescale,
and ﬁner granularity yields better improvement. Even though the
improvement is not uniform, in some regions can reach 20% over
ECMP, while the practical measurement overhead is very low, es-
pecially if a dedicated management topology is used. 
5. End-to-end ﬂow control and management 
TCP is currently the most widely-used transport protocol carry-
ing about 85% of the traﬃc on the Internet [91] and over Cloud
DCs. Originally, TCP was designed for long-distance, Wide Area
Network (WAN) communication with relatively long latencies and
low bandwidth, however, DC characteristics are signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent with Round Trip Times (RTT) below 250 μs, high through-
put and a single administrative authority. Under these character-
istics, TCP is known to under-utilise network bandwidth, leading
in some cases to low throughput and high latency [92,93] . To im-
prove throughput, large buffers have been used throughout the
network reducing the number of retransmissions, however large
buffers cause side effects such as long latencies, traﬃc synchro-
nisation as well as preventing congestion avoidance algorithms to
react promptly to congestion events, leading to buffer-bloat [94] .
TCP variants have been proposed to enhance network utilisation
over DC environments, however supporting existing applications,
workloads, and keeping the deployment complexity low proves to
be a challenging task. 
5.1. Transport protocols for data centre networks 
Most typical DC workloads such as search engines, data mining
or distributed ﬁle systems, follow the partition-aggregate paradigm
where the work is distributed amongst multiple machines and
once each machine has computed a partial result, this is aggre-
gated back into a single point [8] . DC traﬃc generates two types
of ﬂows: mice ﬂows that represent 99% of the ﬂows, are small
in size (less than a megabyte) and delay-sensitive; and elephant
ﬂows of aggregate data carrying most of the bytes over the DC net-
work. These large ﬂows are throughput-sensitive, bound by overall
long completion times [8,71] . While mice ﬂows are created by the
query-response mechanism of the partition-aggregate paradigm,
elephant ﬂows come from synchronisation mechanisms such as
distributed ﬁle system replication, database updates, and VM im-
age migration. One of the issues is that TCP’s conservative nature requires
 constant value for the Initial Window (IW) that cannot match
he different environment requirements from WAN to DC. If IW
s smaller than the congestion window during congestion avoid-
nce phase, new ﬂows will under-utilise the link until enough RTTs
ave elapsed and the bottleneck capacity has been reached, or the
ow will terminate before exiting the slow-start phase. Over a fast
C network with low latencies, the IW can overshoot the bottle-
eck capacity, triggering packet loss and unfairness to other ﬂows.
artition-aggregate patterns generate bursts of ON-OFF traﬃc that
an cause packets to be dropped or delayed [8] . The conservative
CP parameters will wait some time before a packet is retrans-
itted, however, the time for retransmission can be too long for
 packet to meet its deadline. 
TCP has been shown to have signiﬁcant issues in DCs mostly
ecause of its congestion avoidance mechanism. The low through-
ut under bursts of ﬂows and many-to-one communication is re-
erred to as Throughput Incast Collapse [70,72,92] . Due to this is-
ue, Facebook reportedly switched to UDP in order to have tighter
ontrol over the congestion mechanisms and avoid the adverse im-
act of TCP on achievable throughput [71] . Facebook implemented
 UDP sliding window mechanism, with a window size inverse
roportional to the number of concurrent ﬂows to solve incast
ollapse when receiving memcache responses, halving the request
ime [95] . In order to fully utilise the DC network infrastructure,
ew protocols have been designed to provide better performance,
aximise the throughput, minimise latency or reduce queue build-
p. 
A TCP enhancement, GIP [72] , has recently been proposed to
emedy TCP incast throughput collapse. It has been identiﬁed that
wo types of time-outs (TOs) termed Full window Loss TimeOut
FLoss-TO) and Lack of ACKs (LAck-TO) are the major TOs that
ause TCP incast problem. To avoid these TOs, GIP reduces the con-
estion window at the start of each traﬃc burst (stripe unit) and
etransmits the last packet of every stripe unit for up to three
imes. However, GIP does not deal with TOs due to packet loss
nd in high speed environment with small buffers, the extra re-
ransmission of the last packet can needlessly increase buffer oc-
upancy. 
Data Center TCP (DCTCP) [71] leverages ECN in modern DCs to
rovide a multi-bit feedback from a single-bit stream. Instead of
reating each ECN-marked packet as a congestion event, it uses the
raction of marked packets to pace the sending rate. In doing so,
he presence and extent of congestion can be estimated. The main
oncept of this approach is to keep the buffer occupancy of each
witch as low as possible to prevent new packets from being de-
ayed. DCTCP requires support from the kernel in both the sending
nd receiving hosts as well as Active Queue Management (AQM)
ith ECN support in the switches. DCTCP has shown to be a sig-
iﬁcant step forward in preventing throughput collapse, however,
t still reacts to an occurring congestion event instead of prevent-
ng such congestion to happen. DCTCP has now been included in
indows Server 2012 and Linux 3.18 as an alternative congestion
ontrol algorithm. 
D 3 attempts to treat a DC as a soft real-time system, with each
ow having deadline requirements with a revenue loss if it does
ot. It requires a new protocol that uses explicit rate control to
pportion bandwidth according to ﬂow deadlines. To calculate the
ate of transmission, D 3 measures the number of ﬂows traversing
he interface using ﬂow initiation and termination packets (SYN
nd FIN) [96] . D 3 , is built on top of DCTCP. However, it has been
hown in [97] that D 3 can make unfair bandwidth allocations. 
TCP variants have been proposed to avoid queue build-up
nd therefore prevent high latencies. The Rate Control Protocol
RCP) [98] and the Variable-Structure congestion Control Proto-
ol (VCP) [99] aim to estimate link congestion and avoid queue
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tuild-up, minimise ﬂow completion time while being TCP-friendly.
owever, both these protocols require end-host and switch sup-
ort. For long-distance, high-latency environments a signiﬁcant
umber of protocols such as STCP, Fast TCP and XCP have been
roposed. These protocols have opposite requirements to what is
equired in a DC. XCP uses a generalisation of ECN to have explicit
eedback instead of using packet drops or the binary mechanism of
CN. Fast TCP estimate the base RTT of the network and uses this
alue as well as current RTT to estimate the current length of the
uffers, the sending rate is adjusted with respect to the number
f packets in the queues. These protocols have been optimised to
chieve high throughput for long-lived ﬂows over Long Fat Pipes
LFP). 
One recent proposal to tackle latency is TIMELY [100] , which
econsiders the applicability of (round trip time) RTT to estimate
ueue occupancy. RTT has not been considered in previous pro-
osals because it is prone to noise such as system interrupts and
rocessing in OS stack, given small – tens of microseconds – end to
nd delay in data centre environment. TIMELY overcomes this lim-
tation by using newly available hardware-assisted NIC timestamps
o bypass OS stack. Once measured, TIMELY will compute the de-
ay gradient, which reﬂects how quickly the queue is building or
raining, and use it to compute target sending rate. TIMELY, on the
ther hand, requires ﬁne-grained and high precision RTT estima-
ion. 
The issue with TCP is that it is complicated to keep high
hroughput with low buffer occupancy [71] . Without bloating in-
etwork buffers, the end hosts must be able to pace the delivery
f packets to match the characteristics of the link. However, such
haracteristics are commonly unknown by the end hosts and vary
epending on the number of connected hosts and active concur-
ent ﬂows. In order to establish that a packet has been dropped or
ost, some algorithms such as F-RTO can be used but the last resort
s to use timeouts. Such timers must be long enough not to worsen
ongestion by duplicating packets, but also short enough to avoid
ong delays between transmission and therefore low throughput. 
The current trend in using commodity instead of DC-speciﬁc
ardware shows that it is unlikely that application-speciﬁc hard-
are will be deployed in such infrastructures, hence algorithms re-
uiring topology or hardware changes are unlikely to be deployed
n production environments. 
.2. Open research issues 
DC providers have full control over their infrastructure, allow-
ng full network-wide knowledge of the topology, bandwidth, la-
ency, and network element properties (e.g., switch buffer sizes).
herefore, the default conservative values used to cope with the
nknown characteristics of the Internet can be altered to match
he network properties. Recently, with the wide deployment of
oftware Deﬁned Networking (SDN) especially within DC net-
orks [101] , the current state of the network can be aggre-
ated at a single or a hierarchy of controllers, and subsequently
e used to distribute network knowledge to the end hosts in short
imescales [28] . Amazon, Google, and Microsoft showed a loss in
evenue when response time increased by 100 ms, creating a soft
eal-time constraint on the mice ﬂows [102] . Because mice ﬂows
re delay-sensitive, it is necessary to prevent the buffer occupancy
f the switches to grow too large under traﬃc bursts as new ﬂows
ill be delayed signiﬁcantly. Due to ineﬃciency of TCP in DC net-
orks, surveyed proposals concentrated on designing an alterna-
ive congestion control for TCP. In comparison, Omniscient TCP
OTCP) [73,103] tackles this by exploiting SDN to tune TCP param-
ters for the operating environment. 
With SDN, the TCP parameters can be tuned in real-time with
espect to the current network state and prevent buffers fromueuing up too much data. If the intra-DC Bandwidth Delay Prod-
ct (BDP) is known alongside the number of ﬂows on each link,
he initial congestion window (IW) can be accurately calculated to
atch the temporal network properties and increase network-wide
hroughput. Each ﬂow IW has a fair slice of the network character-
stics, and the total number of on-the-ﬂy packets matches the BDP
f the network with no buffer occupancy. Tuning IW based on the
nd-to-end intra-DC BDP, the amount of on-the-ﬂy packets can be
educed to match the link properties and hence reduce buffering.
uch approach also prevents undershoot or overshoot of the IW
ize that can in turn lead to a long slow-start phase or packet loss
n the ﬁrst transmission, respectively. 
Reducing in-network buffering and shortening slow-start will
ecrease the overall latency and improve the network utilisation.
uffering can be physically reduced by decreasing the size of SRAM
n switches, also reducing hardware cost. However, with shallow
uffers, throughput can be signiﬁcantly lower under bursty traf-
c due to high number of packet drops and synchronised retrans-
issions (Incast Collapse). Carefully tuning the Minimum Retrans-
ission Timeout (minRTO) allows high throughput to be achieved
hile keeping the latency low [92,93] . 
Omniscient TCP (OTCP) [73,103] uses a SDN controller to keep
he global state of the network and tune the minRTO and IW while
 new route is being set up. This work shows that the bursty na-
ure of DC traﬃc combined with large buffers and statically as-
igned congestion control parameters, can signiﬁcantly delay and
low down the transfer of new incoming ﬂows. However, solely
educing the buffer sizes can prevent high throughput from be-
ng achieved if the default value of minRTO is used. Overall, the
easurement-based IW estimation allows for reduced buffer occu-
ancy and consequently bounds the latency; and a smaller minRTO
llows throughput to be increased by pushing the congestion con-
rol logic back to the end-hosts. 
. Research challenges and opportunities 
DCs are built on top of legacy hardware and software tech-
ologies currently deployed within ISP networks. Cloud operators
ften assume high similarity between the two environments and
ence employ similar resource management principles – static re-
ource admission and over-provisioning [15] . However, there are fun-
amental differences that are becoming apparent relatively early
n the Cloud DCs’ lifetime and will only intensify as their utili-
ation and commoditisation increase. The main ones relate to the
evel of aggregation at which resources are provisioned and man-
ged, and at the provisioning timescales. Over the Internet, ISPs
perate a relatively limited set of functions on traﬃc aggregates
ver long timescales. They can therefore rely on over-provisioning
o accommodate short-term ﬂuctuations in load, so long as aggre-
ate demand is predictable over long timescales. On the contrary,
loud DC operators manage a converged ICT environment where
 plethora of diverse resources need to be provisioned over short
imescales, and at a much ﬁner granularity at the level of individ-
al ﬂows, links, virtual machine images, etc. The consequent de-
and is therefore highly unpredictable over both short and long
imescales and DC operators need to respond to rapidly-changing
sage patterns, as it has been demonstrated in a number of Cloud
C measurement studies [10,90] . 
At the same time, the collocation and central ownership of
ompute and network resources by a single Cloud service provider
ffers a unique opportunity for DC infrastructures to be provi-
ioned in an adaptive, load-sensitive and converged manner, so
hat their usable capacity headroom and return on investment is
ncreased, making Cloud computing infrastructures sustainable in
he long term. 
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e  6.1. Network control plane centralisation 
Software Deﬁned Networking (SDN) is a paradigm that allows
a single control protocol to implement a range of functions such
as routing, traﬃc engineering, access control and Virtual Machine
(VM) migration [15,40,90,104] . 
Network visibility is a unique feature of SDN, inherent to the
central controller paradigm. Using such information, globally in-
formed decisions can be made that would not be possible in
a legacy network where the control plane is fully distributed
amongst the forwarding elements. A wide range of applications
have been developed for SDN, such as, for example, network-wide
middlebox and Access Control List (ACL) traversal. A middlebox is
usually placed above the layer it must control, and adding a new
one requires changes in the topology. Using SDN, middleboxes can
be placed anywhere in the network, and traﬃc of the machines
that must be controlled is redirected using SDN [84,105,106] . Such
approaches may prevent shortest path routing, yet they allow the
network to be much more ﬂexible by programmatically enabling
or disabling middleboxes and requiring no physical change in the
topology when new features are added. 
A large number of applications have been designed for SDN to
demonstrate its beneﬁts for network management and research.
A number of studies already discussed in this paper have ex-
ploited SDN for resource management over DCs. For example, Hed-
era [15] uses OpenFlow to detect large ﬂows in the network, esti-
mate their demand and compute non-conﬂicting paths for them. In
order to simplify VM migration, VL2 [6] and Portland [107] imple-
mented novel layer 2 addressing and load balancing through Open-
Flow. 
6.2. Adaptive data centre resource management 
Traditionally, adaptive resource provisioning depends on the re-
liable prediction of future resource demand in order to estimate
future requirements based on historical data sets. Such algorithms
ﬁrst collect a set of sample demands, and then compute a re-
source allocation (e.g., bandwidth or VM) optimisation. For ex-
ample, adaptive and Dynamic Multi-path Computation Framework
(ADMPCF) [108] uses a large set of historical data to analyse and
extract features from traﬃc ﬂows, which in turn are used to im-
prove resource utilisation and mitigate congestion with guarantee
on QoS. A prominent advantage of using this type of schemes is
that they can potentially produce remarkable performance gain.
It is shown that these algorithms can achieve near-optimal per-
formance because when the resource requirement is relatively
static, the collected set of sample when the resource usages devi-
ate signiﬁcantly from the anticipated normal behaviour (e.g., ﬂash
crowds, newly launched services, etc.), the resulting resource al-
location can perform poorly [10,109] . Along with prediction-based
provisioning, a more conservative yet costly provisioning approach
is to over-provision resources to pre-empt peak demand [110] . 
6.2.1. Measurement-based resource management 
There has been an implicit assumption that, similar to ISP
networks, Cloud DCs exhibit stable traﬃc patterns over long
timescales and that virtualisation provides performance isolation.
However, such assumptions are increasingly challenged by mea-
surement studies that demonstrate that performance interference
does exist and that user demands change unpredictably causing
most virtual machine management models to fail in achieving op-
timal allocation [34,35,111] . 
In order to overcome these challenges a more radical approach
is required – an approach that directly measures demand and re-
source utilisation, relaxing the need for unreliable prediction and
costly over-provisioning . Measurement of the activity on a targetystem reveals the utilisation. The utilisation characteristics of the
ystem are then revealed without a speciﬁc, previous characteri-
ation of the resource usage being known. Using measurements
an remove the need for the complicated, and incomplete mod-
ls of resource demand [112] . Measurement-based schemes can be
sed where no model is available. Often, when systems evolve and
xisting models are no longer suitable to capture their behaviour,
easurements allow resource management to adapt to the evolv-
ng system. 
Measurements of resource utilisation need not be the only in-
ut to a management scheme. Measurement of other parameters
uch as I/O utilisation, ratio of VM admission, network latency,
r the variation in server capacity among heterogeneous servers,
re all examples of parameters which would provide important
nput to adaptive management schemes. After characterising re-
ource usage, measurement-based management schemes can dy-
amically adapt to changes in resource requirements. Such dy-
amic and adaptive allocation of resources is simply not possible
n environments where the imperfect models will result in static
esource allocation or when prediction models fail. Measurement-
ased resource management will adapt resource allocation as us-
ge patterns (and, consequently, resource demands) change. To en-
ble the measurement of different parameters, physical servers,
Ms and network nodes need to be appropriately instrumented
o independently measure parameters of interest in a distributed
anner. 
A number of recent studies [49,60,67,90,103,113] have demon-
trated that coupling distributed measurement with centralised
ecision-making is an approach that is able to offer signiﬁcant im-
rovement in resource provisioning adaptivity. Their results have
hown that measurement-based techniques deviate only by a few
ercent from optimal, operate with less state and information, and
ffer new, adaptive services. 
.2.2. Open issues 
Measurement is a reactive method used to deal with rapid re-
ource usage ﬂuctuation. In order to capture the rapidly varying
ser demand, the measurement intervals need to be small enough
o characterise instantaneous change in user demand and resource
tilisation [90] . The measurement process also needs to be ﬁne-
rained in order to measure resource usage at the same level as
esources are leased, e.g., per-VM, per ﬂow, per net-block [113] and
hen be able to shape admission as necessary. 
However, ﬁne-grained temporal and spatial control loops can be
xpensive because not only more capable and therefore expensive
ndividual hardware is required but also the topology-wide control
verhead increases [67,90] . 
Measurement-based resource shaping may be subject to control
oop instability due to the sensitivity of adaptivity. High adaptivity
an cause oscillations in resource allocation (e.g., in VM allocation
r network routing algorithms) and penalise performance [114,115] .
Research efforts are needed to develop robust measurement
echanisms that take correct metrics into account and determine
he ﬁne balance between adaptivity and network-wide stability. 
.3. Converged resource management for converged ICT 
Virtualisation of server, storage and network resources has en-
bled the provisioning of converged infrastructures in which these
omponents are virtualised and kept in a pool as a uniﬁed re-
ource over DC environments. Resource provisioning for converged
nfrastructures is managed by a number of control loops at the
outing [6,15,16,21,22] , transport [116] , and virtual machine (VM)
39,41,42] layers. Virtualised servers must be managed carefully to
nsure the maximum utilisation of physical resources. Imperfect
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Fig. 5. Converged resource management requires synergetic optimisation across ap- 
plication, network, transport and physical layers. 
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s  M placement introduces unnecessary cross traﬃc that will ei-
her under-utilise or congest the aggregate and core network links
y several factors since VM management algorithms only consider
ost-local NIC bandwidth constraints. An alternative is to also con-
ider topological constraints such as aggregation links’ capacity
longside conformance to server utilisation limits but this, cur-
ently, is still done using static information [49,50,113] . 
Given the long retransmission timeout and other settings, it
s different to manage transient congestion through all TCP vari-
nts. However, transient congestion is manageable if it can be de-
ected and if alternate network paths can be exploited in short
imescales [69] . For example, DCTCP [71] and HULL [77] can im-
rove overall ﬂow completion time to some extent but they are
till unable to overcome the uneven load balancing as a result of
tatic ﬂow hashing due to lack of a global view of the link redun-
ancy in the DC network, and hence still suffer from performance
egradation. MPTCP is able to fairly split traﬃc across multiple TCP
ubﬂows but it lacks a mechanism to signal (and guarantee) place-
ent of subﬂows over physically diverse network paths. 
Timely completion of Cloud application workloads heavily de-
ends on the timely completion of network traﬃc ﬂows. Net-
ork congestion is always the main cause of severe network per-
ormance degradation. The application layer has an abundance
f information that can help the transport and network layers
ake better decisions. For instance, applications typically know the
ize of ﬂows and whether they are latency-sensitive or latency-
nsensitive. By allowing applications to set some ﬂow attributes
uch as priorities and sizes, more intelligence can be added to
he network at different layers to ensure that every ﬂow gets a
air share of the network bandwidth without compromising per-
ormance guarantee. 
These examples demonstrate that the underlying DC infrastruc-
ure can signiﬁcantly improve resource usage eﬃciency and per-
ormance through a coordinated, cross-layer approach that verti-
ally spans all networking and systems layers. To this extent, we
nvisage a converged resource management framework for con-
erged infrastructure environments: A uniﬁed control loop which
ill measure, orchestrate and adapt to enable the synergistic and
ynamic allocation of network and server resources in order to
chieve network-wide performance optimisation and offer pre-
ictable services even during short term, high utilisation ﬂuctua-
ions. Such synergy will include adaptive and load-sensitive server
anagement, topology-aware traﬃc engineering, and network- 
nformed traﬃc ﬂow control. This will require the development of
evices and mechanisms that will be programmable, will allow the
xchange of information between the traditionally isolated layers
f the software and network stack and, most importantly, enable
imely and measurement-informed service composition within the
etwork itself. 
.3.1. The role of DC networks 
DC networks will play a central role in the overall perfor-
ance of Cloud computing environments since they provide the
entral nervous system for information exchange between cooper-
ting tasks [117] . Moreover, the increased ﬂattening of the Internet
raph and the penetration of large-scale peering through public In-
ernet exchanges, implies that end-users are only a few AS-hops
way from any Cloud service provider and, therefore, the network-
nternal performance of these converged infrastructures becomes a
igniﬁcant contributor to the end-to-end service time [118] . 
This ubiquitous connectivity outstands the network as the ideal
ayer for the convergence of the control plane as it can pro-
ides a global view of activities from every node to every other
ode, whether these are servers or switches. Through the DC net-
ork, servers and network nodes can interact and disseminate
ode-local information such as resource provisioning and tempo-al consumption. By aggregating local knowledge, one can syn-
hesise global performance views taking into consideration di-
erse metrics, to then apply innovative strategies to optimise the
etwork-wide resource provisioning. Once measurement and con-
rol algorithms have computed network-wide objective functions,
ode-local (re)conﬁguration options (and enforcement) can then
e quickly disseminated over the DC network. 
.3.2. The role of SDN 
As measurement and control decisions are carried out by indi-
idual servers and network nodes in a distributed manner, SDN can
volve as the brain that centrally aggregates statistics and admits
esources in a globally optimal (or approximate) manner. This log-
cal centralisation of the control plane, facilitated through SDN, is
ecessary in order to avoid node-local optima resulting in globally-
uboptimal resource admission (e.g., logical bandwidth oversub-
cription). At the same time, centralising the entirety of control al-
orithms can be detrimental: not only this would introduce new
ystem vulnerabilities such as single points of failure, in some
ases centralised computation of globally-optimal allocation prob-
ems is even computationally infeasible [60] . 
SDN can therefore play an important role in centralising
etwork-wide orchestration and temporal resource information
issemination, yet distribute some of the control plane intelligence
hroughout the participating physical network entities that can
ynergistically analyse real-time workloads and subsequently adapt
he network-wide operation gracefully to current load conditions. 
Fig. 5 illustrates a framework for converged DC resource man-
gement. Each module individually measures node-local resource
tilisation. Through the DC network, these modules communicate
vents to a SDN controller and receive global decisions back. By
ntegrating node-local intelligence with centralised control, man-
gement modules can effectively manage resource admission and
horten the decision-making time. 
Nevertheless, realisations of SDN merely offer a match-commit
ramework that can be programmable, yet all intelligence is cen-
ralised in a limited set of controllers that can easily bottleneck
ttempts to a converged resource management infrastructure. Re-
ent development in SDN and dataplane programmability might al-
eviate this problem by allowing the network operators to dynam-
cally reconﬁgure the dataplane. Using an abstract high level lan-
uage such as P4 [119] and a fast network oriented instruction set
uch as (e)BPF [120] to replace traditional match-action pipeline
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 in switches, custom monitoring and telemetry modules could be
available without performance impact on the network. In addi-
tion, current SDN protocol speciﬁcations do not offer any directives
for host participation in a network-wide control plane. Further re-
search is required to identify the ﬁne balance between centralised
control and distributed intelligence, cost, as well as in the areas of
control theory and combinatorial utility function optimisation to
support holistic and adaptive resource management for Cloud Data
Centres. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have provided a comprehensive and critical
survey of resource management strategies for virtualised Data Cen-
tre (DC) infrastructures. We have structured this survey around
the fundamental control loops that are typically employed to ad-
mit and manage resources, and leverage the infrastructural redun-
dancy to boost performance while minimising operational costs.
Diverse DC topologies have been presented that strive to exploit
redundant connectivity to maximise the bisection bandwidth be-
tween any pair of servers using inexpensive equipment. We have
surveyed strategies for Virtual Machine (VM) allocation and man-
agement to improve the utilisation and cost eﬃciency of physical
servers, arguably the most costly investment for Cloud DC opera-
tors. We presented a body of research on resource-aware, energy-
aware, network-aware and SLA-aware virtualisation management,
and highlighted the fragmented and often conﬂicting objectives of
the different schemes. We have moved onto surveying the man-
agement of DC network resources and presented documented evi-
dence on the crucial role of the DC network on application perfor-
mance. We have highlighted the challenges imposed by the distinct
characteristics of DC traﬃc and emerging utilisation patterns, and
presented developments on routing and ﬂow scheduling mecha-
nisms to improve utilisation, latency, and energy consumption over
DC networks. Furthermore, we have discussed the main develop-
ments and implications of transport protocol design over DC net-
works, how congestion control can be adapted for high-speed, low-
latency environments, and how multipath transport can be em-
ployed to leverage the underlying link redundancy. 
Throughout this survey, we have highlighted the challenges im-
posed on managing Cloud DC infrastructures due to the converged
and collocated nature of these environments and the consequent
co-existence of multiple disjoint control loops, mostly based on
legacy mechanisms, each trying to optimise diverse and often con-
tradictory objective functions. We then presented an extensive dis-
cussion on research opportunities for adaptive and converged re-
source management for virtualised DCs. We have highlighted the
important role always-on, measurement-based provisioning can
play in this, as well as the potential of Software-Deﬁned Network-
ing (SDN) as an orchestration framework for the converged shaping
and allocation of virtualised resources over Data Centre infrastruc-
tures. 
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